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poem, earth, breathing, slow, whose husband, lives, love, yu, poet, intersect, walking, resolved,

uncertain, summoned, wayward, bathed, escorted, intrigued, consent, imagine

00:06
I'm us Poet Laureate Tracy K. Smith. And this is the slow down.

00:23
If I had to, I'd say that the questions driving me as a poet than possibly, even as a person are
these who and what are we? What vast, mysterious system do we belong to? And why do we do
the things we do to one another? I don't imagine my questions are in any way unique. I suspect
people have been asking some version of them since Well, since people began. It's not that I'm so
eager to know what I am. And why I'm here, though that does intrigued me. What fascinates me
more has to do with the people I love. The ones who were once here and now are gone. Where
have they gone?

01:18
My mind persists and asking.

01:22
As for the ones I love, who are here, living, breathing, growing, and even fighting their way
through day after day, I struggled to imagine what brought them

01:32
here, and why,
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01:34
and how it is that our lives have managed to intersect one another. One slight change of
direction, even just a dozen years ago, and whose husband or partner would my husband now be?
And what our children have found their way to earth through some other human mother? Or
would they have taken on an altogether different form? It's a puzzle that won't consent to being
solved. Even when I land on something that seems to make sense, the matter won't stay resolved
for long as if understanding is itself a barrier to the kind of certainty I'm after. Of course, whatever
we think we know about ourselves may have no bearing upon what the universe knows about
itself. And who knows, maybe the universe or whatever might exist beyond it understands as little
of

02:30
us, as we do have it.

02:34
Today's poem is walking home by poet J. Yu Dong of tibideaux, Louisiana, I respond to the ease
even the pleasure the poem speaker takes with these great mysteries. The poem even seems to
find satisfaction in the broad spectrum of possibilities that our lives on earth represent, be they
bright or bleak. walking home, by Jay you doll. I walked as if I went alone, a world unto myself, a
globe balanced on two strange sticks. But with each step, the steady seeming Earth held my
dreaming weight and carried me along. With each unmindful breath, air, came to greet my
grateful lungs, and fed the blood that fed my brain without a plan without a thought. The sun
escorted me as if he'd summoned these eyes into sight, lighting, and warming the way, waiting
patiently whenever the breathing trees bathed me in their shade. And while I slept, gravity kept
me safe in my place, among the other animals eating one another. I knew the earthquake would
come along with the flood, hurricane, drought, tornado, tsunami, wayward Meteor, and then the
hot finale with that waiting star.

04:17
Still,

04:18
I loved the uncertain floor. This house whose walls we've never found.
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04:34
The slow down is a production of American Public Media, in partnership with the Library of
Congress and the Poetry Foundation. To get a poem delivered to you daily. Go to slow down
show.org

04:48
and sign up for our newsletter.
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